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some patches may require that the previous install of the application be rolled
back. there are many different scenarios for rolling back, including if the old
version of the patch no longer works, if the old version of the patch has been

replaced with a better version, or if the old version no longer works at all.
rollback is accomplished by retrieving the patch package, and restoring the

patch components, and reapplying the patch package. if a patch rollback has
been pre-programmed, the rollback is executed automatically. the rollback
process works for all components that are specified in the patch package,

regardless of whether the component is a patch, a replacement, or an
installation package. patch rollback should be pre-programmed to avoid a "hole"
in the patching process. patch rollback can be undone any number of times and
isnt "capped" by the number of times it can be undone. patch rollback can be
undone up until the next build of the patch package. sap patching leaves the
logon session in a correct state at the end of the patch session. however, if a
patch is rolled back, then the logon session can be left in an incorrect state. if
this happens to a user, when that user logs on again, the system will create a

new logon session. to rollback patches, an administrator selects the packages to
be rolled back, then specifies the user to whom the rollback should be executed,

then adds more rollback packages as necessary. when rollback is complete,
users still see the packages that are being rolled back. the patch bundle logic is
more complex for self-contained patches to patched administrative installations.
the administrative installation.msi file includes a patch package which contains
the application patch files as well as a patch package for those files which the
administrator will not require. both patch packages have the same database
transform which contains the information that the administrative installation

needs to apply the patch files.
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applications can have two patching modes. a. “–bgen” mode which updates the
original application records in the database and use the files in the cabinet file

stream to apply a patch. b. “–sgen” mode which updates the files in the cabinet
file stream and use the information in the original application database to apply
a patch. the runtime of the patching operation is determined by the size of the

patch package. at least two databases transforms and two files must be
updated. the update to the files is relatively slow but the database update

happens every time the patch is applied, and can occur asynchronously with the
other operations in the patching process. it is recommended to have enough
system resources to support all operations at the time the patch is applied.

application patch packages can be distributed to target users in two ways. one is
to distribute a standard patch package that has an administrative installation
from the application and one or more incremental patches. the incremental

patches are provided on a separate physical media disk as part of a fully
patched installation. however, it is the responsibility of the administrator to
ensure the integrity of the packages. the other way is to distribute a media

stream that contains an application administrative installation and some or all of
the incremental patches. the media stream can be considered a “self-patching”

media stream. for many years i was under the illusion that patching files was
relatively straightforward. i was doing this work for isp-spy, a packet sniffer

application. i had to create a self-contained patch file for the application as well
as patch files for all the patches or updates that the application was carrying.
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